What is Kendall Square?
Industry
Sectors

Global Leader
in Life Sciences

30+ industries call
Kendall Square
home - the largest
being life sciences,
technology, and
professional
services.

10 of the top 15
life sciences
companies are in
Kendall Square

1912

1916

1961

1964

1966

Kendall Square

MIT relocates
from Boston to

NASA establishes an
Electronics
Research Center in
Cambridge to
develop
technologies for
spacecraft
guidance, control,
communications,
and information
display

NASA’s

T station opens

President
Kennedy, a
native of
Massachusetts,
assumes office
and looks close
to home for
locating NASA’s
headquarters

Cambridge

research center
grows to employ
850 people

1970

1978

1981

The Department of

MIT geneticist and

Transportation

molecular biologist,

takes over the

Philip Sharp and

former NASA

Harvard University

facilities, creating a

biochemist Wally

research center

Gilbert found

now known as the

Biogen

Boston Properties
begins building the
Cambridge Center
complex, which now
houses Google,
VMware, Akamai
Technologies, Biogen,
and Microsoft

Volpe Center.

1999
CIC is founded.
One Broadway has
previously housed
more startups than
any other building
on Earth

2003

2008

2013

The completion of

Both Google and

the Human Genome

Microsoft open

Project

offices in Kendall

Amazon and
Facebook both make
the move to Kendall
Square

Square - Google
now has almost
2,000 staff at their
Kendall office alone

2014
Twitter acquires two
Boston-based
startups and begins
to grow its Kendall
Square footprint

March 2020

May 2020

Oct. 2020

May 2021

Moderna’s

Operation Warp

LabCentral

CIC Health

COVID-19

Speed is

announces it has

announces it has

vaccine

announced,

partnered with

surpassed 1 million

becomes the

involving KSA

BioLabs and

COVID-19

member-

E25Bio to launch

vaccines

organizations

the Cambridge

administered at

Moderna, Johnson

Consortium for

the mass and

& Johnson, Pfizer,

Rapid COVID-19

community pop-up

and Sanofi

Tests

vaccination sites

first to be tested
on healthy
volunteers

Genzyme

Sept. 2021
Broad Institute
partners with
CDC to enable
pathogen
genomic
surveillance
across the U.S.

May 2022

June 2022

Summer 2022 to Present Day

Sanofi unites its

Takeda expands its

business units and

New publicly accessible spaces welcome

footprint in Kendall

Kendall and greater Cambridge back!

acquired brands under
single identity and
names Cambridge
Crossing as homebase

Square to create
purpose-built R&D
facility with labs,

for closer collaboration

upgraded tech and

between R&D,

modern design

manufacturing,

elements to advance

commercial and

company innovation

medical affairs

